SCRIPT for SKIT – “A” Company and Global Partnership
This is the script for the skit Laurie Lischke and Kathy Sanders presented at the 2014 U.S. National Conference to promote
and explain the importance and differences between these two programs. Use it to present these giving programs in your
meetings, retreats and conferences. Please note that we updated the script (April 2015) to include NEW wording for Global
Partnership. The skit has been updated to reflect the new terminology.
GP & AC come running in holding fists up high (Tune idea: “Rocky” theme)
GP:

Hi, I’m Global Partner! (Point to your sign)

AC:

And I’m “A” Company. (Point to your sign)

BOTH: (Grab hands and hold them up together) And together we are UNPRECEDENTED PROVISION FOR AGLOW!
GP:

We go together like a hand in a glove…

AC:

Like peanut butter and jelly…

BOTH: We’re best friends forever! (Tune idea: “Friends are Friends Forever”)
GP:

We’re excited because together we get to be part of transforming lives around the world!

AC:

I can’t think of a better gig, can you?

GP:

Nope! I’m only $40 once a year and each time someone becomes a GP, like me, that $40 goes into the
storehouse and becomes part of the provision that supplies the many areas of Aglow.

AC:

You can be me too! I’m a company of World Changers, and I’m only $10 or more per month! The funds I
bring in really move us to a whole new level! (Tune idea: “Space Odyssey”)

GP:

I’m so much more than a yearly financial commitment. I’m really the beginning of a heart connection and
covenant commitment to this incredible global movement. I provide strength and support to Aglow.

AC:

(Point to GP) And after you, I’m the next step; an even stronger commitment. I provide ongoing monthly
support that insures Aglow reaches beyond today, waaay out into the future. To go where no man or
woman has ever gone before! (Tune idea: “Star Trek”)

GP:

We are trail blazers, carriers of His presence to every nation of the world. We reach beyond ourselves to a
world in need.

AC:

There’s no other movement like Aglow! I have this question for you, GP.

GP:

OK? What’s up BFF?

AC:

Well, by being me, am I automatically YOU?

GP:

We are close, but we aren’t that close!

AC:

Like a hand in a glove…

GP:

Like peanut butter and Jelly…
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AC:

Like gum on a shoe…

GP:

What?

AC:

No reeeally, if I’m me, (Point to your sign) Am I also YOU? (Point to GP sign)

GP:

Oh…I see what you mean. If you give a monthly donation to become part of A Company, (Point at AC sign)
are you automatically a GP? (Point at your sign) Good question! I hear that question a lot. It seems
logical, doesn’t it? I mean, giving $10 a month is $120 a year, and that is a lot more than my annual fee of
$40.

AC:

Right! So if I give that much each year, can’t I be me AND you?

GP:

Currently you can’t. We’re different! My annual fee entitles all GP’s to benefits, like cool prizes!

AC:

I like prizes!

GP:

And anyone who is me can receive a $20 discount on their conference registration! (Cheering sound)

AC:

Wow! Now I know why I want to be you!

GP:

Aw! Thanks! I appreciate that…..and really, being me makes me want to be like YOU!

AC:

Really?

GP:

Of course! It wasn’t long after becoming me that I had this feeling inside that made me want to be even
MORE!

AC:

Seriously? More?

GP:

Yeah.

AC:

So what did you do?

GP:

I started giving monthly and I’ve never stopped. And I’ve never stopped being me either!

AC:

I’m impressed! Look at all those people out there (Point to the audience). I wonder who is me? And who is
you?

BOTH: And I wonder who is me AND you? (Point to yourself and then at each other)
GP:

And I wonder who wants to be you? (Point at AC)

AC:

And I wonder who wants to be you? (Point at GP) (Tune idea: “Jeopardy” theme music)

GP:

(Point at audience) What’s holding you back? Start today by joining me and becoming a Global Partner for
$40 a year. (Cheering sound)

AC:

And don’t leave me out! Go for the whole enchilada! Join me and become a World Changer by giving $10
or more EACH month.

BOTH: (Holding hands up in the air) All of us together can change the world! Join US! (Point to each other)
(Lights dim on AC and GP) – (Podium spots on MC)
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MC:

We have for you a brochure for Global Partnership, and tucked inside is a signup form for “A” Company.
Here is what I want you to do – if you want to take the 1st step to become a GP, fill out the GP brochure and
insert $40 cash, a check or credit card information. We’ll wait for you…
(Play waiting music)
Now let’s take the next step – to become part of “A” Company, fill out the “A” Company signup form and
choose your method of payment. Now insert your completed “A” Company form inside the GP envelope
and seal it.

(Podium lights dim on MC) – (Lights back on GP and AC.)
AC:

Do you realize that there are ____________ of us here right now, at this moment? (Get real number)

GP:

Starting tonight, if every one of us pledged to give the minimum of $10 a month, imagine how much
support this group alone could provide for the work of Aglow!

GP:

What about all those in the audience who already are GP’s and “A” Company members? What can they
do? (Questioning look) If I’m already me AND you, what’s my next step? (Tune idea: “Jeopardy” music)

AC:

I’ve got it! If I’m already you AND me, I can just give more by increasing my monthly gift to help fill the
storehouse of Aglow. In fact, I’m so excited about what God is doing in Aglow that I’m doubling myself
right now! (Hold up brochure with my gift enclosed. Use “A” Company Brochure for this.) (Cheering
sound)

GP:

How did you do that?

(Podium lights come up)
MC:

If you are already in “A” Company, I encourage you to take a leap of faith and increase your monthly gift
tonight using the form you received. Fill it out and above your name, write the current amount you are
giving and draw an arrow pointing to your NEW monthly amount.

(Lights back on GP and AC)
GP:

Hey, you want to grab a coffee at Saint Arbucks?

AC:

Love to, but I just used my coffee money to increase my monthly gift to Aglow!

GP:

Dude! (High 5 each other and walk off the stage waving to audience.) (Tune idea: “Andy Griffith” theme
song)
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